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best commenting systems commenting systems also called commenting platforms add commenting functionality to
websites such as blogs and news sites that post content commenting capabilities engage an audience making content more
memorable and more likely to be shared comments are also an easy metric by which content creators can measure
commentary systems biology has spurred interest in thousands of researchers some just starting and data into models of the
system as a whole although the notion of systems science tiktok s recommendation algorithm was selected as one of the
top 10 global breakthrough technologies by mit technology review in 2021 mainly because the algorithm satisfies each
user s specific interests and does not only emphasize the herd effect of following hotspots download download high res
image 575kb 1 a an explanatory treatise usually used in plural blackstone s commentaries on the laws of england b a record
of events usually written by a participantusually used in plural caesar s commentaries on the gallic war 2 a a systematic
series of explanations or interpretations as of a writing a commentary on dante s divine comedy b social commentary is an
element of a narrative that levels a comment usually a critique on societal issues or general society as a whole any issue
relating to or ingrained aspect of a society can be a target the presentation of social commentary can range from obvious
and on the nose to subtle and layered within subtext here are 4 key elements of effective commentary a clear thesis
statement relevant evidence that supports the argument interpretation and analysis of the evidence a conclusion that
summarizes the argument commentaries should be written with an engaging style that encourages readers to think
critically about the topic at hand summary the commentariolus is subdivided into eight sections or chapters of which all
but the first bear brief descriptive titles after a brief introduction the first section states seven postulates from which
copernicus proposes to show that the apparent motion of the planets can be explained systematically 7 the seven postulates
a commentary essay is a written piece that provides an opinion on a particular subject this type of essay is usually written
in response to another piece such as a blog post article or book passage in a commentary essay the writer will typically
offer their own take on the situation using evidence and examples to support their claims disqus i bet you knew you d see
this one as number one solution and i didn t want to disappoint you reason behind this is simple disqus is the most widely
used 3rd party commenting in computer programming a comment is a programmer readable explanation or annotation in
the source code of a computer program they are added with the purpose of making the source code easier for humans to
understand and are generally ignored by compilers and interpreters what are the best comments systems for a blog 9
options considered 97 user recs oct 4 2023 last updated 7 options considered see full list 76 disqus my rec ommendation for
disqus my recommendation for disqus all 13 experiences 1 pros 7 cons 5 top pro can be easily integrated in any website
via iframes 01 16 15 what is the best commenting system for my blog blog commentary about blog comments it doesn t
get more meta than this folks what blog commenting system should you use should you use a third party system at all
what are the pros and cons of blog commenting systems noun ˈkɒməntri ˈkɑːmənteri plural commentaries countable
uncountable commentary on something a spoken description of an event that is given while it is happening especially on
the radio or television a sports commentary our reporters will give a running commentary a continuous one on the
election results as they are announced it is not the patient it is the system commentary on how advanced directives help
when patients refuse life saving treatment because of their substance use dineen kelly k rn jd phd author information
journal of addiction medicine november december 2021 volume 15 issue 6 p 443 445 doi 10 1097 adm 0000000000000800 1
there is no one center in the universe 2 the earth s center is not the center of the universe 3 the center of the universe is
near the sun 4 the distance from the earth to the sun is the lawo commentary system comprises lcu lawo commentary
unit lcc lawo commentary control software dallis centralized i o system key features intuitive user interface for up to
three commentators per lcu lawo quality mic pre amps uncompressed real time audio over ip with broadcast quality 24 bit
48 khz commentary a nearly forgotten class of anti inflammatory lipid molecules in central nervous system acta pharm sin
b 2023 jun 13 6 2809 2811 doi 10 1016 j apsb 2023 03 003 epub 2023 mar 8 authors nan ru 1 wan yang sun 1 hua jun wang
1 yan ping wu 1 xiao fei zheng 1 rong rong he 1 2 affiliations the supreme court has already botched the trump
immunity case ms murray and mr weissmann are co authors of the trump indictments the historic charging documents
with commentary the worth up to 249 million the opf l program is scheduled to run up to eight years and will include
the build test support and delivery of a non developmental item loitering munition system for each section of the crs and
the model competent authority agreements a detailed commentary has been developed that is intended to illustrate or
interpret its provisions and that aims to ensure consistency in application across jurisdictions as to avoid creating
unnecessary costs and complexity for financial institutions in particular thos



best commenting systems in 2024 compare reviews on 30 g2

Mar 29 2024

best commenting systems commenting systems also called commenting platforms add commenting functionality to
websites such as blogs and news sites that post content commenting capabilities engage an audience making content more
memorable and more likely to be shared comments are also an easy metric by which content creators can measure

commentary systems biology 101 what you need to know nature

Feb 28 2024

commentary systems biology has spurred interest in thousands of researchers some just starting and data into models of the
system as a whole although the notion of systems science

a commentary of tiktok recommendation algorithms in mit

Jan 27 2024

tiktok s recommendation algorithm was selected as one of the top 10 global breakthrough technologies by mit technology
review in 2021 mainly because the algorithm satisfies each user s specific interests and does not only emphasize the herd
effect of following hotspots download download high res image 575kb

commentary definition meaning merriam webster

Dec 26 2023

1 a an explanatory treatise usually used in plural blackstone s commentaries on the laws of england b a record of events
usually written by a participantusually used in plural caesar s commentaries on the gallic war 2 a a systematic series of
explanations or interpretations as of a writing a commentary on dante s divine comedy b

what is social commentary definition examples meaning

Nov 25 2023

social commentary is an element of a narrative that levels a comment usually a critique on societal issues or general
society as a whole any issue relating to or ingrained aspect of a society can be a target the presentation of social
commentary can range from obvious and on the nose to subtle and layered within subtext

from summary to insight a guide to writing commentary essays

Oct 24 2023

here are 4 key elements of effective commentary a clear thesis statement relevant evidence that supports the argument
interpretation and analysis of the evidence a conclusion that summarizes the argument commentaries should be written
with an engaging style that encourages readers to think critically about the topic at hand

commentariolus wikipedia

Sep 23 2023

summary the commentariolus is subdivided into eight sections or chapters of which all but the first bear brief descriptive
titles after a brief introduction the first section states seven postulates from which copernicus proposes to show that the
apparent motion of the planets can be explained systematically 7 the seven postulates

commentary essay writing guide with analysis examples

Aug 22 2023

a commentary essay is a written piece that provides an opinion on a particular subject this type of essay is usually written
in response to another piece such as a blog post article or book passage in a commentary essay the writer will typically



offer their own take on the situation using evidence and examples to support their claims

most popular 3rd party comment systems for your website

Jul 21 2023

disqus i bet you knew you d see this one as number one solution and i didn t want to disappoint you reason behind this is
simple disqus is the most widely used 3rd party commenting

comment computer programming wikipedia

Jun 20 2023

in computer programming a comment is a programmer readable explanation or annotation in the source code of a
computer program they are added with the purpose of making the source code easier for humans to understand and are
generally ignored by compilers and interpreters

7 best comments systems for a blog as of 2024 slant

May 19 2023

what are the best comments systems for a blog 9 options considered 97 user recs oct 4 2023 last updated 7 options
considered see full list 76 disqus my rec ommendation for disqus my recommendation for disqus all 13 experiences 1 pros
7 cons 5 top pro can be easily integrated in any website via iframes

what is the best commenting system for my blog dustin stout

Apr 18 2023

01 16 15 what is the best commenting system for my blog blog commentary about blog comments it doesn t get more
meta than this folks what blog commenting system should you use should you use a third party system at all what are the
pros and cons of blog commenting systems

commentary noun definition pictures pronunciation and

Mar 17 2023

noun ˈkɒməntri ˈkɑːmənteri plural commentaries countable uncountable commentary on something a spoken description
of an event that is given while it is happening especially on the radio or television a sports commentary our reporters will
give a running commentary a continuous one on the election results as they are announced

it is not the patient it is the system commentary on how

Feb 16 2023

it is not the patient it is the system commentary on how advanced directives help when patients refuse life saving
treatment because of their substance use dineen kelly k rn jd phd author information journal of addiction medicine
november december 2021 volume 15 issue 6 p 443 445 doi 10 1097 adm 0000000000000800

how nicolaus copernicus rewrote the rules of the solar system

Jan 15 2023

1 there is no one center in the universe 2 the earth s center is not the center of the universe 3 the center of the universe
is near the sun 4 the distance from the earth to the sun is

lawo commentary system

Dec 14 2022

the lawo commentary system comprises lcu lawo commentary unit lcc lawo commentary control software dallis



centralized i o system key features intuitive user interface for up to three commentators per lcu lawo quality mic pre
amps uncompressed real time audio over ip with broadcast quality 24 bit 48 khz

commentary a nearly forgotten class of anti inflammatory

Nov 13 2022

commentary a nearly forgotten class of anti inflammatory lipid molecules in central nervous system acta pharm sin b 2023
jun 13 6 2809 2811 doi 10 1016 j apsb 2023 03 003 epub 2023 mar 8 authors nan ru 1 wan yang sun 1 hua jun wang 1 yan
ping wu 1 xiao fei zheng 1 rong rong he 1 2 affiliations

opinion the supreme court should not come between trump and

Oct 12 2022

the supreme court has already botched the trump immunity case ms murray and mr weissmann are co authors of the
trump indictments the historic charging documents with commentary the

marines prioritize complimentary mix of loitering munitions

Sep 11 2022

worth up to 249 million the opf l program is scheduled to run up to eight years and will include the build test support and
delivery of a non developmental item loitering munition system

common reporting standard and related commentaries oecd

Aug 10 2022

for each section of the crs and the model competent authority agreements a detailed commentary has been developed that
is intended to illustrate or interpret its provisions and that aims to ensure consistency in application across jurisdictions as
to avoid creating unnecessary costs and complexity for financial institutions in particular thos
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